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Controls of Maglev Suspension Systems

Y. Cai, S. Zhu, S. S. Chen, and D. M. Rote

Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439

Atmtract

This study investigates alternative control designs of maglev vehicle

suspension systems. Active and semi-active control law designs are introduced

into primary and secondary suspensions of maglev vehicles. A one-dimensional

vehicle with two degrees of freedom, to simulate the German Transrapid Maglev

System, is used for suspension control designs. The transient and frequency

responses of suspension systems and PSDs of vehicle accelerations are calculated

to evaluate different control designs. The results show that active and semi-active

control designs indeed improve the response of vehicle and provide an acceptable

ride comfort for maglev systems.
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1. Introduction

A high-speed ground transportation system based on magnetically levitated

(maglev) vehicles propelled by a linear electric motor has been proposed to meet

future intercity transportation requirements. One possible and attractive

approach is in replacing air travel ibr selected intercity trips of 100 to 600 miles.

The maglev system will offer the advantages of lower noise and emissions and

better ride quality, as well as potential energy savings and economic benefits

(Bohn and Steinmetz 1985; Chen et al. 1992; Johnson et al. 1989; Katz et al. 1974;

Zicha 1986).

Magnetically suspended systems are intrinsically underdamped. To achieve

safe, stable operation and acceptable ride comfort requires some form of vehicle

motion control. Furthermore, the vehicle's tolerance to guideway flexibility and

roughness as well as to transient perturbing forces such as wind gusts and

guideway misalignments will be influenced by air gap size and suspension

control characteristics including response time and dynamic range. To the

extent that the tolerance can be increased through suitable suspension control

systems, the guideway cost can be reduced and the system made more robust (Cai

et al. 1992).

Even though the suspension control designs are so important to maglev

systems, during past decades, only a few of studies on the control design of

maglev suspensions can be found in the literature. Katz et al. (1974) studied a

linearized control system for magnets with a proportional feedback in primary

_I suspension. Kortum and Utzt (1984) performed a control design of vertical modeli

!

i
i
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of maglev vehicle by quadratic synthesis. Kortum et al. (1988) and Faye et al.

(1989) studied dynamic modeling of maglev vehicles for control design and

performance evaluations. They applied two control strategies, i.e., feedback

controls with pole-assignment and with the Riccati (quadratic) design.

The contemporary suspensions of existing maglev systems contain passive

control elements such as dampers and springs (Bohn and Alscher 1986; Bohn and

Steinmetz 1985), which are passive in sense that no power source is required, i.e.,

the vibration control elements only store or dissipate the energy associated with

the vibration motion. The passive suspension systems may be insufficient to

improve the suspension performance unless some radical changes are made to

the basic principle of suspension operation (Faye et al. 1989; Kortum et al. 1988).

The alternative proposed is that of an active suspension system, which has

been investigated by many researchers over thirty or more years on conventional

ground vehicles (Bernard et al. 1987; Chalasani 1987; Elmadany 1990; Dukkipati et

al. 1992; Karnopp et al. 1974; Karnopp and Margolis 1984; McCormac et al. 1992).

An active suspension system offers a solution to the conflicting requirements

of a constant parameter suspension design, and allows continuous or discrete

variation in effective spring constants and damping coefficients. An active

suspension may be adopted to the specific driving conditions by using control

devices which can adjust the dynamics of hydraulic or pneumatic actuators. In

such a system, the passive spring and damper of a conventional suspension are

replaced by those force actuators which continuously supply and modulate the

flow of energy by generating forces on the basis of some control law to achieve the

required performance (Bernard et al. 1987). It is apparent that the active system
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exhibits significantly low PSD values of vehicle response. In other words, the

active system does not amplify accelerations as one would expect with a passive

system. Also, in the active system concept, algorithms can be designed, in

software rather than hardware, to provide the same function to achieve

suspension performance (McCormac et al. 1992). However, it must be admitted

that in general active systems are more costly, more complex and therefore often

less reliable than passive systems (Bernard et al. 1987; Karnopp et al. 1974).

Semi-active suspensions, which are developed in recent years (Alonoly and

Sankar 1987 and 1988; Hrovat et al. 1988; Karnopp et al. 1974), present a

compromise between active and passive suspensions. Semi-active suspensions

can achieve performance close to that of active suspensions with much lower cost

and complexity. In these systems, virtually no external power is required. They

use an active damper in parallel with a passive spring. Desired forces in the

damper are generated by modulation of fluid-flow orifices based on a control

scheme involving feedback variables.

The purpose of this study is to investigate alternative control designs of

maglev vehicle suspension systems. Active and semi-active control law designs

are introduced into both primary and secondary suspensions of maglev vehicles.

A one-dimensional vehicle with two degrees of freedom, to simulate the German

Transrapid Maglev System, is used for suspension control designs. The transient

and frequency responses of suspension systems and PSDs of vehicle accelerations

are calculated to evaluate different control designs. The results show that active

and semi-active control designs indeed improve the response of vehicle and

provide an acceptable ride comfort for maglev systems (Cai et al. 1992).



2. Modeling of Maglev Vehicle Suspensions for Control Designs

For most control law synthesis procedures it is very desirable to work with

linear dynamic models of low-order. A low-order magJev vehicle model, which

may be selected as a two degrees-of-freedom vehicle model representing primary

and secondary suspensions, is necessary in control design procedures to

formulate a low-order controller. To simplify the vehicle model, only vertical

motion of the vehicle is considered, which is based on the assumption that vertical

motion is dominant and other motions can be ignored when the vertical motion is

evaluated. A vertical model is sufficient to perform control law designs for

maglev systems when considering vehicle dynamics and ride comfort to

passengers (Cai et al. 1992).

Therefore, a one-dimensional vehicle model with two degrees-of-freedom

(Fig. 1), which consists of two lumped masses mp and ms, two linear springs kp

and ks, and two viscous dampings Cp and Cs, representing primary and secondary

suspensions, respectively, is used in control synthesis procedures of maglev

systems. The model is simple to analyze and is used mainly to gain a basic

understanding of the suspension concept. Such a simplified model can be

sufficient to predict the behaviors of the system. In addition, with this model, the

coupling effects of primary and secondary suspensions will not be ignored, which,

in our opinion, is very important for suspension control designs because coupling

of both suspensions may result in interaction forces or can cause kinematic

constraints and affect ride comfort.
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A mechanical control method is favored in this study because it is able to

change conjugate eigenvalues of the system while controlled coils or controlled

magnet current can only change real poles of the system (Faye et al. 1989; Kortum

et al. 1988).

The passive parameters of the German Transrapid Maglev System TR06,

which summarized in Table 1, are utilized for analysis in this study because only

TR06 data are available in the literature (Bohn and Steinmetz 1985; Bohn and

Alscher 1986).

For this vehicle suspension model, the equations of motion when the vehicle

is at an equilibrium position are then

mp_p + Cp(yp - Yi)+ kp(yp - Yi)- Cs(Ys- Yp )- ks(Ys - Yp) = 0, (1)

ms_,s+ Cs(jrs - jZp)+ks(Ys- yp)=O. , (2)

Summation of Eqs. 1 and 2 yields

mp_p + ms_s+Cp(_rp-_ri)+ kp(yp- yi)= O, (3)

where yp and Ys are positions of primary and secondary suspensions, yi is

disturbance from guideway irregularity. System parameters, such as masses mp

and ms, stiffness kp and ks, and damping Cp and Cs for primary and secondary

suspensions, are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 shows eigenvalues, frequencies and damping ratios of both primary

and secondary suspensions of this model.



& Dynamic Response of Maglev Suspensions

Take the Laplace transform of the differential equations of Eqs. 3 and 2, and

assume all initial conditions to be zero yields

(mpS2 + CpS+ kp)Yp + mss2Ys -(CpS + kp)Yi = 0 (4)

and

(ms s2 +CsS+ ks)Ys - (CsS+ ks)Yp =0, (5)

where s is the Laplace transform operator, Yp, Ys, and Yi are the Laplace

transforms of yp, Ys, and Yi.

From Eqs. 4 and 5, transfer functions for primary and secondary

suspensions when considering guideway disturbance Yi as input variable can be

described below

Yp(S)
Gp (S) = Yi(s)

(CpS+ kp)(mss2 +CsS+ks)

= (mpS2 + CpS+ kp)(msS2 + CsS+ ks) + msS2(CsS + ks)

msCpS3 + (msk p + CpCs)s 2 + (cpk s + csk p)s + kpk s

= mpmsS4 + [mpCs + ms(C p + Cs)lS3 + [mpks + ms(k p + k_) + Cpc.ls2 +(cpk s + cskp)s + kpks

(6)
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Gs(S)= Ys(s)
Yi(s)

(CpS+kp)(CsS+ks)

CpCss2 + (cpks+ cskp)s+ kpk s

= mpmsS 4 + [mpCs + ms(Cp + Cs)]S3 + [mpks + ms(kp + ks)+ CpCs]S2+ (cpks+ cskp)s+ kpk s

(7)

From Eqs. 4 to 7, by connecting signals properly, we can construct a block

diagram for the system, as shown in Fig. 2.

In many practical cases, the desired performance characteristics of control

systems are specified in terms of time-domain quantities, or the transient

response to a unit-step input since it is easy to generate and is sufficiently drastic.

The transient response of a system to a unit-step input depends on the initial

conditions. For convenience in comparing transient responses, it is a common

practice to use the standard initial condition that the system is at rest initially

with output and all time derivatives thereof zero.

The frequency responses of vehicle model, which we mean the steady-state

responses of suspension systems to a sinusoidal input, can be obtained directly

from the transfer function, namely, s in the transfer function is replaced by jco,

where co is angular frequency. Hence, the frequency responses of Gp(jco) and

Gs(jO)) for primary and secondary suspension with respect to the input sinusoid

can be obtained from Eqs. 6 and 7 by substituting jco for s. The magnitude ratios

and phase shifts of Cp(jco) and Gs(jo)) can be presented by separate plots in Bode
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diagrams: a plot of the logarithm of the magnitude of a sinusoidal transfer

function, and a plot of the phase angle; both are plotted against the frequency in

logarithm scale.

With frequency transfer function, the acceleration output PSD of secondary

suspension, which is a measurement of ride comfort of maglev vehicle, can be

derived. The surface roughness of guideways can be approximately described by

the PSD of surface profile,

S(o)) = AV/co2, (8)

where V is vehicle velocity, A is roughness amplitude which varies from 0.6 x 10-6

to 20 x 10-6 m (Gottzein et al. 1974, Brock 1973). Then the acceleration output PSD

of secondary suspension _(co) can be obtained from Reference (Katz et al., 1974) as

¢(co) = AVIjco.Gs(jco)l2. 2___, , (9)
g

where g is acceleration of gravity and the factor 2_ is needed to convert from a per

rad/sec to a per Hertz basis.

With those data given in Table 1, dynamic responses of the system (see Figs. 1

and 2) are calculated.

Figures 3 and 4 show transient responses of primary and secondary

suspensions with unit-step input of guideway perturbation. In Figs. 3 and 4,

maximum overshoots of Mp for primary and secondary suspensions are 31.6%

and 46.3%, respectively; and setting times of ts are 0.157 s and 2.000 s (5% criterion
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is chosen). Obviously, these dynamic responses are not desirable for maglev

systems because the transient responses should be sufficiently damped for the

systems. For a desirable transient response of a second-order system, the

damping ratio must be between 0.4 and 0.8. With data in Table 1, the damping

ratios for primary and secondary suspensions are 0.43 and 0.30 (see Table 2)

which are below the desirable value and yield excessive overshoots in transient

responses (see Figs. 3 and 4).

Figures 5 and 6 show frequency responses (Bode diagrams) for primary and

secondary suspensions, which indicate particular features of second-order

systems for both suspensions. In these figures, it is noted that the responses of

both suspensions have excessive overshoots, which agree well with Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 7 shows the normalized output acceleration PSD of vehicle body (ms),

where A = 1 × 10-6 m, and V = 100 m/s. From Fig. 7, the first peak of the PSD of

vehicle acceleration satisfies the UTACV ride comfort criterion; however, the

second peak which is corresponding ta coupling effects of the primary suspension

exceeds the criterion. No matter what other features of the secondary suspension,

the oscillation of the primary suspension still affects the ride comfort.

4.ActiveControlofPrimarySvLspension

Primary suspension control is to maintain the vehicle in a stable levitation

and guidance attitude against various guideway irregularities and a constant air-

gap between magnets and guideway surface. In addition, it should be designed to

target at attenuating the coupling effects of primary suspension oscillation on
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accelerations of secondary suspension to achieve an acceptable ride comfort to the

passengers. However, with a passive control method, those tasks cannot be

fulfilled satisfactorily.

An active primary suspension system is suitable to control maglev vehicles.

The active suspension provides continuous or discrete variation in effective spring

constants and damping coefficients according to some control law which may be

designed in software rather than hardware. Figure 8 shows this control

configuration of primary suspension as a single degree-of-freedom model. An

active force element is added to the passive spring and damper assembly. This

force element will continuously vary the force acted on the primary mass to

change the response characteristics and eliminate amplitude of acceleration. In

this approach, the force element can be realized _th a linear electrohydraulic

actuator which connects magnet and bogie in primary suspension (see Fig. 9). A

position sensor is placed to detect the air-gap between magnet and guideway

surface and an accelerometer, mounted on the bogi'e, detects the bogie motion.

The result signals are processed by the controller according to designed control

law in softwar,., _:hich in turn cause the actuator to keep in action and ensure the

air-gap not to exceed specific tolerances in sufficient safety margin and the

- acceleration PSD of suspension as low as possible in the specified frequency
m

ranges in order to guarantee good ride comfort. In practice, when the magnet

quickly follows up the guideway deviations caused by dynamic a_d static

deflections or constructional features, the oscillations of magnet may transfer into

bogie. Therefore, an optimal/adaptive control law should be exploited in controller

- and maybe some trade-off will be made to achieve the properties of constant air-

gap and low acceleration level of suspensions.
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In this study, an active feedback control path is applied to the simplified

vehicle model with the pole assignment design approach which provides a less

complicated control model in the procedure. According to the analysis of

acceleration PSD in Fig. 7, to attenuate the coupling effects of primary suspension

oscillation in the high frequency range, a lag-lead regulator is designed in the

inner feedback path for the primary suspension (see Fig. 10).

The pole assignment method involves selecting a set of desired pole locations

and calculating gains that are required to achieve such a pole configuration and

hence the desired system response. By selecting new open loop zero a =-5 (l/s),

and pole b = -120 (l/s) in the lag-lead feedback network, the root locus plot of

primary suspension is given in Fig. 11. When choosing feedback gain kp = 2.7 ×

10SN.s, the close-loop eigenvalues are given in Fig. 11 and Table 2, e.g., -23.89 and

-65.71 _+84.55j, which changes the damping ratio of the primary suspension to

0.61 which is sufficient to attenuate the oscillation, and the frequency to 17.05 Hz

which is desirable because the higher the natural frequency of the primary

suspension the tighter the tracking will be. It should be noted that with

mechanical control device, such as electrohydraulic servevalves, the complex pair

of eigenvalues of suspension can be easily changed. However, the controlled coils

or controlled magnet current can only change real poles of the suspension

system.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of PSDs of vehicle accelerations. With

primary suspension feedback control, the second peak of acceleration, which

reflects the coupling effects of primary suspension, is much lower and meets the

criterion with parameter selections of kp, a and b as described in Fig. 10.
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Figare 13 shows the comparison of transient responses of primary

suspension with unit-step input of guideway disturbance. With primary

suspension feedback control, the dynamic response of primary suspension is

significantly improved (see Fig. 13) _nd the setting time is reduced to ts = 0.115s.

Figure 14 shows the comparison of frequency responses of primary

suspension. With primary suspension feedback control, the results are the same

as given in Fig. 13.

5. Semi-Active Control of Secondary Suspemsion

Semi-active suspension control can achieve performance close to that of

active suspensions with much lower cost and complexity. In these systems,

virtually no external power is required. They use an active damper in parallel

with a passive spring (see Fig. 15). Desired forces in the damper are generated by

modulation of fluid-flow orifices (hydraulic or pneumatic) based on a control

scheme involving feedback variables. With the spring-damper arrangement in

Fig. 15 the damper can only produce a force which is a function of relative

velocity, in our case, J_s- Yp, of two masses. What is required for significantly

improved control of transmissibility is a damper producing a force proportional to

the absolute velocity, Ys of the mass. In physical terms, this can be interpreted as

the provision of a dashpot between the mass and an inertial reference, as shown

in Fig. 16. This arrangement, which has been described as a "skyhook" damper

(for obvious reasons), offers a col_siderable advantage in terms of transmissibility

control. It can be constructed, without the need for an inertial reference, using

an active element under feedback control. It is straightforward to show that this
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can be done by a proportional control law involving the absolute velocity of the

mass. It was proved that semi-active control with the skyhook configuration can

increase the damper factor that the resonant peak is suppressed while high

frequency transmission is reduced at the same time (Stanway, et al. 1989).

Therefore the semi-active control with the skyhook configuration is desirable

to the secondary suspension control to achieve good ride comfort at lower costs.

This controi design can be realized by a semi-active ER fluids damper based on the

shear.mode principle (see Fig. 17). In this configuration, for a pair of electrodes,

one is fixed to the piston, and the other is attached to the casing of the damper.

The relative movement of the electrodes results in the development of shear stress

on the surfaces. The damping force is the product of the shear stress and the

surface area of the moving electrodes. The shear stress and hence the damping

force can be controlled by the voltage applied to the electrodes.

Based on the principle of semi-active control'of secondary suspension, a

feedback control path kss (active damping) is added to the secondary suspension

(see Fig. 10). The root-locus for the secondary suspension is given in Fig. 18. New

eigenvalues are -3.014 _+4.020j with ks = 8.8 × 104N.s when using pole assignment

in the secondary suspension control design. And the damping ratio of secondary

suspension becomes 0.60.

The PSD of vehicle acceleration with both primary and secondary feedback

control is shown in Fig. 19 and provides much better ride comfort than before.

Figure 20 shows the comparison of transient responses of secondary

suspensions with unit-step input of guideway disturbance. With the secondary
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suspension control, the response of the secondary suspension is improved, and

the setting time of ts becomes 0.964s from 2.000s and overshooting Mp becomes

12.3% from original 46.3%.

Figure 21 shows the comparison of frequency responses of secondary

suspension with both primary and secondary feedback control. They show the

same results as given in Fig. 20.

6. Closing Remarks

Suspension systems are of special importance since they are dominant in

determining the basic dynamic and vibrational behavior of the maglev vehicle. In

order to achieve a quick response and a high-quality ride over less-expensive

guideway, control designs must be exploited to suspension systems. In addition,

with suspension controls, the guideway surface could be made rougher and

overall investment costs of the guideway could be reduced.

Active and semi-active feedback control designs in primary and secondary

suspensions can be practically realized by utilizing electro-hydraulic systems.

The conceptual designs of hydraulic controller will be taken into account in our

future work. The ER fluids damper may offer an elegant solution to the problem

of implementing semi-active control in the secondary suspension, which display a

great potential in reducing costs and improving ride comfort.

Maglev might be the transportation for the 21st century. At this time, the

cost for a commercial system is still very high. It is wise to consider dynamic
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control systems before completing the design of guideway in order to reduce the

overall cost of maglev systems.
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Table 1. Vehicle vertical dynamics model parameters of the German

Transrapid Maglev System TR06

Primary suspension mass mp 3.20 × 104 kg

Secondary suspension mass ms 2.92 x 104 kg

P: imary suspension damping Cp 1.13 × 106 N-s/m

Secondary suspension damping cs 8.80 × 104 N-s/m

Primary suspension st-.'ffness kp 6.18 × 107 N/m

Secondary suspension stiffness ks 7,37 × 105 N/m



Table 2. Eigenvalue analysis for Maglev system

Eigenvalues Frequencies Dampings
+ j¢o f (Hz) z

TR06 -1.479 + 4.779j 0.80 0.30
-19.06 + 39.81j 7.03 0.43

Primary Feedback -1.479 ± 4.779j 0.80 0.30
-23.89 ....

-65.71 ± 84.55j 17.05 0.61

Primary & -3.014 ± 4.020j 0.80 0.60
Secondary -23.89 ....
Feedback -65.71 + 84.55j 17.05 0.61



Fig. 1. The one dimensional two degrees-of-

freedom vehicle model with primary

and secondary suspensions for
s

maglev systems
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Fig. 8. Active control configuration for primary suspension
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